SUMMER TERM 2020

IN-EAST RESEARCH FORUM

Wed, 20 May 2020
Dr. Anke Scherer  Faculty of East Asian Studies, History of Japan, RUB
Survey the Soil, Control the Country: The role of the Manchurian Colonization Corporation (Mantaku) in Manshūkoku in the 1930s and 1940s
(co-organized with Area Ruhr)

Wed, 27 May 2020
Prof. Dr. Dr. Nele Noesselt  IN-EAST and Institute of Political Science, UDE
The PRC’s Global Leadership Claims in the ‘Green’ Economy

Wed, 10 June 2020
Dr. Megha Amrith  Research Group Leader, MPI for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity
Ageing, Migration and the Inequalities of Care in Southeast Asia

Wed, 17 June 2020
Prof. Lei Li, PhD  Department of Economics, University of Mannheim
Skill-biased Imports, Human Capital Accumulation, and the Allocation of Talent

Wed, 24 June 2020
Prof. Dr. Hannes Mosler  IN-EAST and Institute of Political Science, UDE
The Kwangju Uprising 1980 and the Politics of Memory in South Korea

Wed, 1 July 2020
Prof. Thomas Kalinowski, PhD  Graduate School of International Studies, Ewha Womans University
East Asia, the Clash of Capitalism and the Problems of International Cooperation

shifted to

Wed, 8 July 2020
Prof. Dr. Werner Pascha  IN-EAST and Mercator School of Management, UDE
Japan’s Socio-economic Development through the Lens of Its Camera Industry and Photography

The Research Forum starts sharply at the time given, without academic quarter (s.t.).

Due to public health measures and travel restrictions during the Covid-19 crisis
the IN-EAST Research Forum is initially planned as a webinar,
but may switch to a blended presence/online forum later this semester.

This webinar is held as a video conference, to which all members and students of the IN-EAST will be invited by E-mail including instructions for online access.

Students and colleagues of all faculties and partner institutions are welcome to (virtually) join the lectures and participate in the discussions, they are kindly asked to send an E-mail to events@in-east.de.